
Compliance is complicated. 
The solution is simple (and easy to use).
Mitigate potential risk and protect your corporate 
reputation with the right compliance partner.

Enhancing your compliance management doesn’t have to mean expensive price tags or 
exhausted teams. At Enhesa, we provide centralized, standardized solutions to stay on top 
of evolving environmental and health and safety (EHS) requirements and stay ahead of the 
competition.

Requirements 
have grown 

by 46% 
since 2017.

With EHS regulations increasing worldwide, maintaining seamless compliance requires non-stop 
monitoring. Our comprehensive regulatory outlook keeps you up to date on what’s changing across the 
globe, all in one glance.

Compliance keeps changing - and the challenge keeps increasing.
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saves you
time & money

€816K
Do-it-yourself cost

—
€730K
Reduced through 

Enhesa

=
90%
Cost savings

27,000hrs
Initial setup

+
8,560hrs

Yearly updates

=
35,560hrs

Covered by Enhesa 
solutions

Minimize your risk while maximizing your resources. 
Partnering with Enhesa not only cuts through the maze of mounting 
regulations, it can also cut down the time and money you spend on 

your compliance management - even in the first year.

Sample savings for 21 jurisdictions

Compliance 
takes more than

tracking regulations.

Global outlook
Avoid fines and damaging violations.

Safeguard your reputation and stand out in 
your industry.

Lead in your markets through universal standards.

Corporate oversight

Be confident in your company’s compliance.

Compare progress and identify trends in 
your corporation.

Ensure consistency and collaboration 
across teams.

Local insight
Increase buy in and build awareness in each site.

See upcoming obligations for every location.

Overcome communication barriers.

Staying compliant in a multi-
national organization requires 

a multi-level approach. With 
Enhesa, you can manage the 

full scope of compliance with 
both site-specific precision and 

company-wide perspective.



Who we are
Enhesa is your regulatory intelligence partner 
- empowering multi-national corporations to 
build a better world through better business 
compliance. We help our clients be true and 
trustworthy contributing members of society with 
comprehensive EHS compliance content for their 
entire business.

A global mindset for global EHS management

Our industry-leading approach to centralized, 
standardized global EHS compliance enables 
companies to establish common ground across 
their entire global business – ensuring site-to-site 
consistency and collaboration.

Wide-reaching regulatory intelligence

of our 
customers are 
a part of the 
Global 5000!

We choose Enhesa to maximize the 
efficiency and effectiveness of our 
compliance program, freeing up time 
for our people by giving them a tool.

- Global EHS Manager at Adient

Global5000

A leader trusted by leading corporations worldwide

Over the past 25 years, we’ve built an extensive knowledgebase of EHS regulatory intelligence and expertise to 
provide actionable compliance guidance to multi-national businesses like yours.

Who we serve

Renewal rate
Covering key industries
Manufacturing (industrial, chemicals, 
transport, pharma, food & beverage), 
Financial services, Wholesale & Retail, 

ICT & Technology

75+
Legal experts 

30+
Local languages

A

75%

300+
Jurisdictions worldwide



Act
to achieve compliance now

Offering clear, comprehensive 
coverage of worldwide 

EHS regulations.

Plan
for future impact

Tracking emerging trends and 
changing compliance issues 

across the globe.

Elevate
your EHS program

Translating regulations into 
actionable requirements, 
tailored to your business.

What we do
Our global team of legal experts assists you in identifying, understanding and meeting EHS requirements 
everywhere you operate to mitigate real-world risks – from lapsing certifications to the loss of life. Whether 
the objective is onboarding new processes or ongoing EHS compliance, our regulatory intelligence services 
and support help organizations:

United States

1911 North Fort Myer Drive 

Suite 1150 

Arlington, VA 22209

t: +1 202 552 1090

China

Room 1723, 17F, Building 1 

No. 1198 Century Avenue 

Shanghai China

t. +86 21 5072 1956

Canada

130 Spadina Avenue 

Suite #402 

Toronto

Belgium

Louise Center Building 

Avenue Louise 287 

1050 Brussels

t. +32 2 775 97 97

Japan

1-5-15, Hirakawacho 

Chiyoda-ku 

Tokyo 102-0093

t. +81 (0)3 6261 2138

About Enhesa
Enhesa helps multi-national corporations make the world a better place. 
Empowering companies with essential EHS compliance intelligence translated into 
relevant, resolute measures to protect environment, health and safety – globally 
and locally.

Comply with confidence: 
today, tomorrow, across the globe.

Learn more about our industry-leading solutions: enhesa.com/MyCompliancePartner

Our own contribution to a more sustainable society.
Sustainable businesses don’t stop at compliance – and neither does our content. 
As part of our commitment to enabling positive change, we also offer an 
innovative, universal approach to addressing the century’s leading economic, social 
and ethical business concerns through our Corporate Social Responsibility content.


